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RARE ROOKIES
Gold Auto Parallel

VETERANS
Patch Auto Parallel

COMMON ROOKIES
Red Parallel

2023-24 Trilogy sports a unique 250-card base set which features three versions of the rookie cards! Here’s how it breaks down:

Veterans (1-100) | Common Rookies (101-150) | Uncommon Rookies (151-200) | Rare Rookies (201-250) 

The serially-#’d rookie subsets each feature the same top 50 rookies but with different designs and different levels of rarity.

There is a variety of serially-#’d autograph and/or memorabilia parallels of the base set, highlighted by the Purple Auto, Patch, Patch 
Auto, and Gold Auto parallels.

Content is subject to change without further notice.

Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.

UNCOMMON ROOKIES
Blue Parallel



TRIVIUM
Gold Tint Parallel

TRIPLE GOLD CLUB

This all-new insert set features some of 
the greatest winners of all time who 
are members of the elite triple gold 
club. This card feature impressive 

technology and manufactured pieces 
that are sure to be a unique addition 

to any collection. 

Content is subject to change without further notice.

Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.

This all-new insert features dynamic trios of past, 
present, and future stars on a clean design. 

Collect awesome trios from your favorite teams!



ROOKIE RENDITIONS
Blue Parallel

TRILOGY GENERATIONS
Auto Patch Parallel

2023-24 Trilogy also features another 
Trilogy classic - Trilogy Generations! 
Each card sports a past, present or 

prospective superstar. There is a bevy 
of incredible parallels to collect, 

highlighted by the low-#’d Pink, Jersey, 
Gold Auto, Patch Auto and Purple 

Patch Auto parallels. 

Content is subject to change without further notice.

Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.

The popular Rookie Renditions insert, 
featuring top rookies, is back! In 

addition to the regular set, collect a 
wide variety of stellar parallels, 

headlined by the low-#’d Green, Pink, 
Auto, Gold Auto, Patch Auto and 

Purple Patch Auto parallels!



TEAM TWIGS
Tier 1

CONFIGURATION

4 Cards per Pack
6 Packs per Box

20 Boxes per Case 

3
Rookie Renditions and/or
Trilogy Generations Cards

5
#’d Parallel Cards

2
Autograph and/or Memorabilia Cards

  BOX BREAK (on average) 
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All-New Coveted Triple-Mem Cards! 
Be on the lookout for the all-new Team Twigs 
set! These cards feature a piece of game-used 

stick from a mix of current stars and retired 
legends. There are some amazing player 

combinations that are sure to be a dream 
addition to any collection. 

ROOKIE SIGNATURE PUCKS
Team Logo Parallel

Hard-Signed Puck Cards! 
Trilogy is known for its Signature Pucks cards and this year’s 

edition continues that tradition with five intriguing sets: 
Signature Pucks (veterans and superstars), Rookie Signature 
Pucks (2023-24 rookies), 2022-23 Update Rookie Signature 

Pucks (2022-23 rookies), Signature Puckstoppers (star, veteran, 
and legendary goalies), and the all-new Team Canada Signature 
Pucks. Each card sports a manufactured puck accompanied by a 

hard-signed autograph. 
In addition to the regular sets, collectors can hunt for low-#’d 

Team Logo and NHL Shield Logo parallels. 
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